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Te main objective is to design a smart switch controlled using fuzzy logic which is able to take decisions on diferent sources of
energy in a very brief “switching time” to avoid load shedding. For that, a fuzzy controller is implemented by considering input
signals from three power sources: photovoltaic array, batteries, and grid. Te inputs are irradiance being the instantaneous
measurement of solar energy, voltage range for the power grid, and state of charge for the battery to be able to know if the battery
can supply or not. For these corresponding inputs, Takagi’s fuzzy inference system was applied, that permitted to have linear
constants as outputs. as such as to be able to control the switch with respect to the source available at a particular period of the day,
either day or night. Designing the fuzzy logic controller was able to take decisions with respect to the conditions. Te load feeding
signal behaviour has been obtained when either of the switches are open or closed over a period of 1000 s. In this system, the
batteries charge is either done by the PV array or the power grid according to the established rules of the system.

1. Introduction

Today, electric power plays a very important role in the
lifeline of any country and its continuous availability at
minimum cost certifes a country’s growth. Tat marks its
very important factor in developing the country economi-
cally and ameliorating the living standards. Te aspect of
electric power in everyday requirements of the population
cannot be exaggerated, especially in this era of spreading of
consumer electronics and electrical appliances for both
home and industrial use. Te need is quite evident on an
ever-increasing demand [1, 2]. Te period of the in-
consistency of supply electricity is long forgotten in many
developed countries of the world while developing countries
still writhe holdups arising from persistent power failure.
Terefore, the poor state of power supply in these developing
countries like Cameroon demands alternative sources of

power in order to alleviate the constant load shedding caused
by electric utility supply [3, 4]. Cameroon has a signifcant
and mostly untapped potential for renewable energy, in-
cluding hydro, solar, geothermal, biomass, and wind. To
date, only a small fraction of the hydropotential has been
utilised, and initial developments of commercial solar
ventures are being supported and undertaken. Tere is good
solar radiation in the northern part of the country (5.8 kWh/
day/m2) and to a lesser extent in the more humid southern
part of the country (4.5 kWh/day/m2) [5–7]. Solar tech-
nology will see growing opportunities, as there are currently
only 50 photovoltaic (PV) installations across the country,
mostly through distributed generation systems. In 2015, the
northern region of Cameroon beneftted from a 500MWPV
installation (Cameroon 2020 PV Power Project) and piloted
with a 72MW frst-stage PV plant (Solargis) [8–10]. Te
coupling of these diferent sources is done to fll the demand
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for electrical energy but still does not sufce. Cameroon
benefts from a very good climate for the exploitation of solar
energy not only in remote areas but also in urban areas,
giving birth to hybrid systems that will help to reduce load
shedding for the most sensible and vital sectors such as
frozen goods companies, hospitals, domestic facilities, and
telecommunication companies [11–13].

Over time, automation of electrical power supply has
become vital as the rate of power outage is predominantly
high. To be assured of an efcient management of the
proposed hybrid system, there comes in play an essential
component named “changeover” whose role is to ensure
a continuous and stable energy supply in case of failure of
one source via its automatic switching ability [14, 15].
Terefore, a switch needs to be developed for the efective
management of the diferent power sources present. Arti-
fcial intelligence, which puts in play the direct application of
human reasoning, can easily be of beneft if applied to our
system in order to be able to take care of varying weather
conditions of renewable sources of energy (solar energy).
Fuzzy logic is chosen in order to manage power in a hybrid
system [16–18]. Hence, the design of a changeover using
fuzzy logic control will be applied to ensure the smart part of
the system. Fuzzy logic amongst all because of its efec-
tiveness for constant fuctuating systems and not based on
mathematical equations has a rapid execution time. Tis
smart changeover senses when solar energy is fuctuating
with respect to sunlight and automatically swaps to the
available source, respectively, to the rules established. Te
changeover is connected to more than one power supply
source and supplies the load with power from one of the
sources at any particular instant in time. Due to modern
lifestyle, whether for private or public or personal use, the
continuity of electricity is a prime need so as to keep the
improvement of our economy. In Cameroon, most partic-
ularly in the northern region (Ngaoundere), the population
experiences constant daily load shedding. Hence, our re-
search path will focus on the design of a changeover with
a minimized switching time taking into consideration cli-
matic weather conditions using fuzzy logic control for the
system [19].

For this work, the proposed hypotheses are as follows:

(i) A well-designed grid-connected PV/battery system
is appropriate to alleviate load shedding

(ii) Te efcient control of our system is done using
fuzzy control so as to take care of the varying weather
conditions

Te signifcance of this study deals with designing
a smart changeover that will not be able only to switch
between power sources when one is absent but will be able to
take care of the varying weather conditions and adapt the
system according to the established rules so as to keep the
consumer satisfed and hence helps in solving by reducing
problems of electricity continuity and incidents blackouts.
After the presentation of material and methods, results are
presented in detail.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Block Diagram of the System. Te block diagram of the
system is represented in Figure 1.Te following item is used.

A PV array is made up of many PV panels. Te speci-
fcations of each PV panel, under standard test conditions
(STC), are given in Table 1.

Te bank of batteries is used to store energy which will be
used to supply the load when the irradiance level is not good
and the power grid is of. Tese batteries are charged either
by the PV array (when the irradiance is high) or by the power
grid (when the irradiance is low or medium). Te most
important parameter of the battery is its state of charge
(SOC) which is the level of charge of a battery relative to its
capacity. It can be determined using three diferent methods:
chemical method, voltage method, and current method
[20, 21]. Te specifcations of each battery are given in
Table 2.

Te company that provided the power grid and is in
charge of electricity (in Cameroon ENEO) is the concerned
company. Te rated voltage is 220V (for single-phase
supply) and 380V (for three-phase supply), with a 50Hz
frequency.

Te charge controller is used to control the state of
charge and discharge of the batteries’ bank.

Te rectifer is used to charge the batteries’ bank from the
power grid. A single-phase full-wave uncontrolled rectifer is
used. Te input voltage is stepped down from 220V to 60V
before being rectifed. Te rectifed voltage is fltered by an
LC flter. Its Simulink model is shown in Figure 2 [22–24].

A boost DC-DC converter is controlled by a suitable
MPPT algorithm for the transfer of maximum power to the
load. Te Simulink model of the boost DC-DC converter is
given in Figure 3.

Te single-phase inverter is used to convert DC voltage,
either from the PV array or from the batteries’ bank, into an
AC one for the supply of the single-phase AC load. Its output
voltage is stepped up to 220V.Te Simulink model is shown
in Figure 4.

Te switching system is made up of controlled switches
(changeover). It connects the load to the PV array, or to the
power grid, or to the batteries’ bank. Te operation of the
switching system is controlled by an electronic pro-
grammable card using the fuzzy logic method.

Te fuzzy controller is the brain of the whole system.

2.2. Fuzzy Logic Controller. Table 3 shows the inputs and
outputs of the fuzzy logic controller, with their respective
membership function and range.

(i) Te frst input is the irradiance (G) measured by
a pyranometer in W/m2. For an irradiance less
than 400W/m2, the membership function is
known as low. Between 400W/m2 and 700W/m2,
the membership function is medium, while, for an
irradiance greater than or equal to 700W/m2, the
membership function is high.
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(ii) Te second input is grid voltage (Vac) represented
by two membership functions: absent when the
voltage is less than 150V and present when it is
greater than or equal to 150V.

(iii) Te third input is the state of charge (SOC) of the
battery represented by three membership func-
tions: low when the SOC is less than 35%, medium
when it is between 35% and 95%, and normal when
it is higher than or equal to 95%.

(iv) Te frst output is the switch control signal of the
load supply by the PV panel (Spv). Te control
signal has two logic levels: 0 for the switch to be
open and 1 for the switch to be closed.

(v) Te second output is the switch control signal of
the load supply by the grid (Snet). It also has two
logic levels: 0 and 1.

(vi) Te third output is the switch control signal of the
load supply by the battery (Sbat), and it has two
logic levels: 0 and 1.

(vii) Te fourth output is the switch control signal of the
battery charge by the PV panel (Sbpv), which has
two logic levels: 0 and 1.

(viii) Te ffth output is the switch control signal of the
battery charge by the grid (Sbnet), which has two
logic levels: 0 and 1.

It should be noted that the fuzzy inference system type is
“sugeno” which allows the outputs to be set to two logic
levels (0 and 1) representing two membership functions as
shown in Figure 5.

Te rules are given in Tables 4 and 5. Tese rules can be
seen in Figure 6.

(i) When Vac is absent: this means that in the case
under voltage or blackout

(ii) When Vac is present: this means that there is no
problem with the power grid

2.3. Modelling of the System. Te block diagram represented
in Figure 1 has been implemented using MATLAB®/Simulink®. Te Simulink model is shown in Figure 7. Te
three input signals of the fuzzy logic controller have been
created by signal builder blocks of Simulink. All the various
situations have been taken into consideration. Te signals
are represented in Figure 8. It should be noted that the
sensing duration of each signal has been set to 50 seconds.
Hence, for every 50 seconds, the fuzzy logic controller has to
take a decision for a continuous supply of the load and also
to charge the batteries’ bank. Te load can be supplied only
by the PV array, or by the PV array and the batteries, or only
by the power grid. Te batteries can be charged by the PV
array or by the power grid.

PV Panels
DC-DC

Converter
(MPPT)

Charge 
Controller Batteries

AC-DC 
Converter

ENEO Grid

Fuzzy Controller

Switching
System

DC-AC
Converter

AC
Loads

Figure 1: Block diagram of the whole system.

Table 1: Technical specifcations of the PV panel [20].

Short circuit current under STC 5.96A
Open circuit voltage under STC 64.2V
Current at MPP under STC 5.58A
Voltage at MPP under STC 54.7V
Peak power under STC 305W
Number of cells 96

Table 2: Technical specifcations of the battery [20].

Type PST250-12
Nominal voltage 12V
Nominal capacity 250Ah
Nominal charging current 30A
Nominal discharging current 50A
Maximum charging current 62.5 A
Maximum discharging current 400A
Operating temperature 25°C
Dimension 520× 268× 220mm
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Table 3: Inputs and outputs of the fuzzy controller.

Inputs/outputs Fuzzy sets Range

Input 1: irradiance denoted by G (in W/m2)
Low −1 to 399.9

Medium 400 to 699.9
High 700 to 1005

Input 2: gird voltage denoted by Vac (in V) Absent −1 to 149.9
Present 150 to 230

Input 3: battery SOC denoted by SOC (in %)
Low −1 to 34.9

Medium 35 to 94.9
Normal 95 to 102

Output 1: PV supply signal, Spv Zero 0
One 1

Output 2: grid supply signal, Snet Zero 0
One 1

Output 3: battery supply signal, Sbat Zero 0
One 1

Output 4: PV’s battery charge signal, Sbpv Zero 0
One 1

Output 5: grid’s battery charge signal, Sbnet Zero 0
One 1

Figure 5: Inputs and outputs of the fuzzy inference system (FIS).

Table 5: Fuzzy rules in the presence of the power grid.

SOC\G Low Medium High
Low 01001 01001 10010
Medium 01001 10100 10010
High 01001 10100 10010

Table 4: Fuzzy rules in the absence of the power grid.

SOC\G Low Medium High
Low 00000 00010 10010
Medium 00100 10100 10010
High 00100 10100 10010

International Transactions on Electrical Energy Systems 5



3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Load Supply Scenarios from Simulink. Figure 9 repre-
sents the supply scenarios of the loads. Te fuzzy logic
controller closes or opens the switches according to the
input signal levels.Te voltage at the terminals of the loads
is represented to indicate which source(s) is(are) used.
Hence,

(i) From 0 to 50 s, irradiance is at 755W/m2 (high),
SOC is at 25% (low), and grid voltage is at 220V
(present). Te PV array is supplying the loads
with Spv closed and Snet and Sbat open;

(ii) From 50 to 100 s, irradiance is at 825W/m2

(high), SOC is at 80% (medium), and grid voltage
is at 220V (present). Te PV array is supplying
the loads with Spv closed and Snet and Sbat open;

(iii) From 100 to 150 s, irradiance is at 900W/m2

(high), SOC is at 90% (medium), and grid voltage
is at 50V (absent). Te PV array is supplying the
loads with Spv closed and Snet and Sbat open;

(iv) From 150 to 200 s, irradiance is at 1000W/m2

(high), SOC is at 99% (normal), and grid voltage
is at 0 V (absent). Te PV array is supplying the
loads with Spv closed and Snet and Sbat open;

(v) From 200 to 250 s, irradiance is at 800W/m2

(high), SOC is at 35% (low), and grid voltage is at
200V (present). Te PV array is supplying the
loads with Spv closed and Snet and Sbat open;

(vi) From 250 to 300 s, irradiance is at 700W/m2

(high), SOC is at 35% (low), and grid voltage is at
24V (absent). Te PV array is supplying the loads
with Spv closed and Snet and Sbat open;

(vii) From 300 to 350 s, irradiance is at 400W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 28% (low), and grid voltage
is at 6V (absent).Te load signal is at 0 V, and Spv
is open, Sgrid open, and Sbat open;

(viii) From 350 to 400 s irradiance is at 300W/m2

(Low), SOC is at 20% (low), and grid voltage is at
200V (present). Te grid is supplying the loads,
and Spv is open, Snet closed, and Sbat open;

(ix) From 400 to 450 s, irradiance is at 300W/m2

(low), SOC is at 70% (medium), and grid voltage
is at 220V (present). Te grid is supplying the
loads, and Spv is open, Snet closed, and Sbat open;

(x) From 450 to 500 s, irradiance is at 600W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 85% (medium), and grid
voltage is at 180V (present).Te PV array and the
batteries are supplying the loads because the PV

Figure 6: Rule viewer.
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array alone cannot supply, and Spv is closed, Snet
open, and Sbat closed;

(xi) From 500 to 550 s, irradiance is at 800W/m2 (high),
SOC is at 100% (normal), and grid voltage is at
180V (present). Te PV array is supplying the
loads, and Spv is closed, Snet open, and Sbat open;

(xii) From 550 to 600 s, irradiance is at 650W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 88% (medium), and grid
voltage is at 0V (absent). Te PV array and the
batteries are supplying the loads because the PV
array alone cannot supply, and Spv is closed, Snet
open, and Sbat closed;
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(xiii) From 600 to 650 s, irradiance is at 500W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 98% (medium), and grid
voltage is at 0 V (absent). Te PV array and the
batteries are supplying the loads because the PV
array alone cannot supply, and Spv is closed, Snet
open, and Sbat closed;

(xiv) From 650 to 700 s, irradiance is at 200W/m2

(low), SOC is at 31% (low), and grid voltage is at
50V (absent). Te load signal is at 0 V, and Spv is
open, Snet open, and Sbat open;

(xv) From 700 to 750 s, irradiance is at 150W/m2

(low), SOC is at 31% (low), and grid voltage is at
180V (present). Te grid is supplying the loads,
and Spv is open, Snet closed, and Sbat open;

(xvi) From 750 to 800 s, irradiance is at 300W/m2

(low), SOC is at 100% (normal), and grid voltage
is at 0V (absent). Te batteries are supplying the
loads, and Spv is open, Snet open, and Sbat closed;

(xvii) From 800 to 850 s, irradiance is at 450W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 99% (normal), and grid
voltage is at 220V (present).Te PV array and the

batteries are supplying the loads because the PV
array alone cannot supply, and Spv is closed, Snet
open, and Sbat closed;

(xviii) From 850 to 900 s, irradiance is at 660W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 32% (low), and grid voltage
is at 220V (present). Te grid is supplying the
loads, and Spv is open, Snet closed, and Sbat open;

(xix) From 900 to 950 s, irradiance is at 900W/m2

(high), SOC is at 30% (low), and grid voltage is at
70V (absent). Te PV array is supplying the
loads, and Spv is closed, Snet open, and Sbat open;

(xx) From 950 to 1000 s, irradiance is at 380W/m2

(low), SOC is at 15% (low), and grid voltage is at
30V (absent).Tere is no source to feed the loads,
and Spv is open, Snet open, and Sbat open;

All the scenarios are summarized in Table 6.

3.2. Batteries Charging Scenarios from Simulink. Tere are
three signals that are considered in Figure 10. Sbnet and
Sbpv are the switch signals for charging the batteries from
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Figure 9: Supply scenarios of the load.

Table 6: Load supply scenarios.

Time intervalley (s) Irradiance (W/m2) SOC (%) Grid voltage
(V)

Switch states: 1: closed,
0: open Decision

Spv Snet Sbat
0–50 755 25 220 1 0 0 PV
50–100 825 80 220 1 0 0 PV
100–150 900 90 50 1 0 0 PV
150–200 1000 99 0 1 0 0 PV
200–250 800 35 200 1 0 0 PV
250–300 700 35 24 1 0 0 PV
300–350 400 28 6 0 0 0 OFF
350–400 300 20 200 0 1 0 GRID
400–450 300 70 220 0 1 0 GRID
450–500 600 85 180 1 0 1 PV+BATT
500–550 800 100 180 1 0 0 PV
550–600 650 88 0 1 0 1 PV+BATT
600–650 500 98 0 1 0 1 PV+BATT
650–700 200 31 50 0 0 0 OFF
700–750 150 31 180 0 1 0 GRID
750–800 300 100 0 0 0 1 BATT
800–850 450 99 220 1 0 1 PV+BATT
850–900 660 32 220 0 1 0 GRID
900–950 900 30 70 1 0 0 PV
950–1000 380 15 30 0 0 0 OFF
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the power grid and from the PV array, respectively, and the
signal at the terminals of the batteries.

(i) From 0 to 50 s, irradiance is at 755W/m2 (high),
SOC is at 25% (low), and grid voltage is at 220V
(present). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is closed (1), and
the PV array is charging the batteries;

(ii) From 50 to 100 s, irradiance is at 825W/m2 (high),
SOC is at 80% (medium), and grid voltage is at
220V (present). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is closed (1),
and the PV array is charging the batteries;

(iii) From 100 to 150 s, irradiance is at 900W/m2

(high), SOC is at 90% (medium), and grid voltage
is at 50V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is
closed (1), and the PV array is charging the
batteries;

(iv) From 150 to 200 s, irradiance is at 1000W/m2

(high), SOC is at 99% (normal), and grid voltage
is at 0 V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is closed
(1), and the PV array is charging the batteries;

(v) From 150 to 200 s, irradiance is at 1000W/m2

(high), SOC is at 99% (normal), and grid voltage
is at 0 V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is closed
(1), and the PV array is charging the batteries;

(vi) From 200 to 250 s, irradiance is at 800W/m2

(high), SOC is at 35% (low), and grid voltage is at
200V (present). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is closed
(1), and the PV array is charging the batteries;

(vii) From 250 to 300 s, irradiance is at 700W/m2

(high), SOC is at 35% (low), and grid voltage is at
24V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is closed (1),
and the PV array is charging the batteries;

(viii) From 300 to 350 s, irradiance is at 400W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 28% (low), and grid voltage
is at 6V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is closed
(1), and the PV array is charging the batteries;

(ix) From 350 to 400 s, irradiance is at 300W/m2

(low), SOC is at 20% (low), and grid voltage is at
200V (present). Sbnet is closed (1), Sbpv is open
(0), and the power grid is charging the batteries;

(x) From 400 to 450 s, irradiance is at 300W/m2

(low), SOC is at 70% (medium), and grid voltage
is at 220V (present). Sbnet is closed (1), Sbpv is
open (0), and the power grid is charging the
batteries;

(xi) From 450 to 500 s, irradiance is at 600W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 85% (medium), and grid
voltage is at 180V (present). Sbnet is open (0),
Sbpv is open (0), and batteries are not being
charged;

(xii) From 500 to 550 s, irradiance is at 800W/m2

(high), SOC is at 100% (normal), and grid voltage
is at 180V (present). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is
closed (1), and the PV array is charging the
batteries;

(xiii) From 550 to 600 s, irradiance is at 650W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 88% (medium), and grid
voltage is at 0V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv
is open (0), and batteries are not being charged;

(xiv) From 600 to 650 s, irradiance is at 500W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 98% (medium), and grid
voltage is at 0V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv
is open (0), and batteries are not being charged;
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Figure 10: Charging scenarios of the batteries’ bank.
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(xv) From 650 to 700 s, irradiance is at 200W/m2

(low), SOC is at 31% (low), and grid voltage is at
50V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is open (0),
and batteries are not being charged, but they are
being discharged;

(xvi) From 700 to 750 s, irradiance is at 150W/m2

(low), SOC is at 31% (low), and grid voltage is at
180V (present). Sbnet is closed (1), Sbpv is open
(0), and the power grid is charging the batteries;

(xvii) From 750 to 800 s, irradiance is at 300W/m2

(low), SOC is at 100% (normal), and grid voltage
is at 0V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is open
(0), and batteries are not being charged, but they
are being discharged;

(xviii) From 800 to 850 s, irradiance is at 450W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 99% (normal), and grid
voltage is at 220V (present). Sbnet is open (0),
Sbpv is open (0), and batteries are not being
charged;

(xix) From 850 to 900 s, irradiance is at 660W/m2

(medium), SOC is at 32% (low), and grid voltage
is at 220V (present). Sbnet is closed (1), Sbpv is
open (0), and the power grid is charging the
batteries;

(xx) From 900 to 950 s, irradiance is at 900W/m2

(high), SOC is at 30% (low), and grid voltage is at
70V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is closed (1),
and the PV array is charging the batteries;

(xxi) From 950 to 1000 s, irradiance is at 380W/m2

(low), SOC is at 15% (low), and grid voltage is at
30V (absent). Sbnet is open (0), Sbpv is open (0),

and batteries are not being charged, but they are
being discharged;

All the scenarios are summarized in Table 7.

3.3. Implementation of the System Using a PIC16F876
Microcontroller. Te implementation of the fuzzy controller
validated the real behaviour of the changeover when sim-
ulations are close to the real world. After having loaded the
program in the PIC microcontroller, diferent cases were
obtained due to how the input signals vary too. From
Figure 11, each switch turned on the lamp as the variation of
the inputs corresponds to one of the rules. It should be noted
that a pyranometer is used to sense the irradiance (inW/m2),
an AC voltage sensor to sense the power grid voltage, and
a DC voltage sensor to know the state of charge (SOC) of the
batteries.

(i) Case 1: Irradiance is low, SOC is low, and grid is
absent. No source of energy is present; hence, no
lamp is turned on.

(ii) Case 2: Irradiance is low, SOC is medium, and grid
is absent. Switch BATT is on, and the battery is the
present source of energy; hence, lamp 3 is turned on.

(iii) Case 3: Irradiance is medium, SOC is medium, and
grid is absent or present. Sw BATT is on, and sw PV
is on. In these both, PV and the battery are the
present sources of energy because, at medium state,
the PV cannot satisfy the loads alone. Hence, lamp 1
and lamp 3 are turned on.

(iv) Case 4: Irradiance is high, SOC is medium or low,
and grid is absent or present. Sw BATT is of, sw PV

Table 7: Batteries charging scenarios.

Time intervalley (s) Irradiance (W/m2) SOC (%) Grid voltage
(V)

Switch states:
1: closed, 0: open Decision
Sbnet Sbpv

0–50 755 25 220 0 1 PV
50–100 825 80 220 0 1 PV
100–150 900 90 50 0 1 PV
150–200 1000 99 0 0 1 PV
200–250 800 35 200 0 1 PV
250–300 700 35 24 0 1 PV
300–350 400 28 6 0 1 PV
350–400 300 20 200 1 0 GRID
400–450 300 70 220 1 0 GRID
450–500 600 85 180 0 0 NO
500–550 800 100 180 0 1 PV
550–600 650 88 0 0 0 NO
600–650 500 98 0 0 0 NO
650–700 200 31 50 0 0 NO
700–750 150 31 180 1 0 GRID
750–800 300 100 0 0 0 NO
800–850 450 99 220 0 0 NO
850–900 660 32 220 1 0 GRID
900–950 900 30 70 0 1 PV
950–1000 380 15 30 0 0 NO
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is on, and sw BPV is on. Here, the PV alone is the
present source of energy, and it satisfes the loads
alone and charges the battery which is at a medium
state. Hence, lamp 1 is turned on.

(v) Case 5: Irradiance is low, SOC is low or medium,
and grid is present. Sw BATT is of, sw PV is of, sw
GPV is of, and sw_Grid is on. Here, the grid is the
present source of energy, and it satisfes the loads
and charges the battery which is at low state. Hence,
lamp 2 is turned on.

 . Conclusion

In this work, a comprehensive study based on fuzzy logic for
applications in the hybrid renewable system is the main
focus. Te constant power outages faced in some regions
where this study was carried out have been solved through
the proposed solution. Hence, coupling power grid to
photovoltaic array and batteries’ bank for backup in case of
the absence of the main sources is the solution. Here, the PV
array is the primary source since there is enough sunlight.
But the main problem is how to use these various sources
efciently following their availability and by considering the
weather conditions in which the PV panel highly depends on
for its productivity. A smart switch power circuit is designed
as a replacement technique for the future solution of power
outages. A more convenient modern energy system with
a high grade of reliability and stability by choosing the
optimum power sources has been designed. Te simulations
have been done with MATLAB®/Simulink®. Furthermore,
the system has been implemented with a PIC16F876
microcontroller for a partial real-time simulation. Te ob-
tained results gave us an efective control of our switches via
the designed fuzzy controller. Hence, from this, the appli-
cation of fuzzy logic was efectively done.
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